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A few examples of books which children have enjoyed and
which portray fine family and community experiences may
suggest other things to be done together.
FICTION PORTRAYING FINE FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS
Books for the Preschool Group
brown, elinor, Holidays and Every Days. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1942. Suitable to be read aloud to the nursery
school child. The book includes 13 stories of familiar episodes
such as birthday, Christmas, Thanksgiving, and Hallowe'en
parties, going to the zoo, setting the table, snow, and rain.
lenski, Lois, The Little Family, New York: Doubleday, Doran,
1932. A classic for very young children which takes the family
simply and graphically through the events of the day.
wright, ethel, and richard rose, Saturday Ride. New York:
William R. Scott, 1942. A picture book showing the family
going to Grandma's on the sleeper.
Books for Six- to Eight-'Year-Olds
audis, dorothy, Jane's Father. New York: Putnam, 1929. Jane
and her mother try to cure Father's odd ways but finally give up
the effort, deciding that they love him despite his peculiarities.
brock, emma L., The Topsy-Turvy Family. New York: Knopf,
1943. A happy-go-lucky family has a philosophy which over-
rides mishaps.
de angeli, marguerite, Henner's Lydia. New York: Double-
day, Doran, 1937. A delightful story of family life among the
Pennsylvania Amish people.
gag, wanda, Gone Is Gone. New York: Coward-McCann, 1933.
A picture of home relations involved in doing the household
chores. Much amusement is caused by the minor upsets.
leaf, munro, Manners Can Be Fun, New York: Stokes, 1936.
A humorous treatment of everyday manners; illustrated with
comic line drawings.
stone, amy W., Here's Juggins. New York: Lothrop, 1936, A
story outstanding in the fine father-daughter relationships which
exist.
turnbuix, agnes,, Elijah the Fishbite. New York: Macmillan,
1940. The minister's children have funny escapades with a

